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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-641-715-3650 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
• BBS Phone Line:

1 – 888-429-5471

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

B Conference Call:

1-641-715-3650

C Skype:

BBSradio2

D

This # picks up the first available line.

PIN #

353 863#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#

Opening Meditation:

2016-11-05

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#

Cheryl Croci
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Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week; we need $ 300 for this week.
SO MUCH GRATITUDE FOR KEEPING US CAUGHT UP !!!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
[Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA
95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require food, gas, a
home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information out to the world.
• This week: need $300 for some bills & emergency gas money! Thank you, thank you, thank you!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• THE GO FUND ME A/C Also requires more help!
https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery

$11, 330 of $14k

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T: Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061
Intro Notes

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-november-5-2016
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HARD NEWS
Guy Fawkes Day
R: has an Anonymous message from yesterday [Nov 4th]: the 13 families are planning to create as
much chaos as they can
R D Wolffe.com • talked of the fake selection of the annointed one; if the dragon lady gets chosen, the
Orange Hitler will call out his goons
• everyone R talks to today, including someone locally;
the one from the Southern Poverty Law Centre – rightwing mercenaries for hire –
talked of the Oathkeepers standing on the roofs of white businesses in Ferguson
• talked of the oathkeepers saying they would dress in plain clothes, may or may not carry
concealed weapons and it would be up to the protestors to find out who's who! Hoping for a
confrontation – they want what happened in Nevada and the Bundys
• What R has been told – what is coming into play is the real deal – divine government - In spite of what is

going on, the fear and fascination, voter fraud, blatant high treason, etc
Called RanaMu and asked “why does it look like Obama is committing high treason?”
• Because Mr 19.5* has to play the double agent right up to the hilt and the last second to
expose the insiders and how he interact with the White House staff
• The ultimate result of the game of thrones is that we are sons and daughters of the Most High
and we are all creator gods and goddesses, as Mother set it up: no lesser or more – we are
all equal in this story: we need to get this, as this is the consciousness we need as we
interact with beings who know our thoughts and our DNA – he's talking about the Divine
orchestration here & that this is known by those doing the divine orchestrations, those who
were here before the gods were here.
• Nancy Beagle on the public access radio: rescues cats and dogs on her ranch – she was on
• talked a bit of the piece from Forbidden Knowledge about John Podesta and the

so-called “dinner” he was invited to - doing satanic rituals

• she described that this is coming from the fear and fascination of the fact that the

Repubs since Nixon and back to when Heinrich Himmler and Zobattendorf and the
Asket Sisters and others of the Thule Society came together and brought in what
they thought were beings from places like Hyperborea: Hitler had fantasies about
going to Hyperborea and being immortal & expecting the creator gods and
goddesses that a 1000 year Reich would come into being
• the reptilians, the dark Sirians, the Dark Pleiadians came in and twisted the minds and
hearts of those in Thule society – brought money, power, technology – now we have
fleets upon fleets out there of darth vader's forces - whatever Kyle calls his division
of the dark side in The Force Awakens: Hans Solo said take off your mask, Kyle –
you don't need a mask like Darth Vader – it's about Humanity
• It's the VATICAN that is keeping this thing going – and Alex Jones is a paid schill of the Vatican who
gave him $2 billion, and Netanyahu added some too – there is no spiritual content to his soul – fear
and fascination with the dark side; only doing this for power, money, DON'T GET HOOD WINKED!
• every thing that is going on right now: they want to the end times, fake rapture, fake alien

invasion; How Revelations gets played out – Netanyahu and AIPAC and other crazies
would love that- Hillary tied into all this, along with Bill
• Has heard stories that Uma is spying for the Clintons – Saudi Arabia, maybe Afghanistan
and Antony is working with Shin Bet!!! She is spying for the Clintons, who wear the pants
in the Bush/Clinton Crime Family
• Talks of a movie about people hauling around a dead person and making out it was alive! Kinda
like where we are today!
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Lady Di called today: she is going up with 40 other people, llamas and monks, KOE to above
the mountains in the Wesak Valley – above 20,000'
Richard/Astrologist:
• calls to point out to the audience: these subjects brought up today are being discussed, and
each one of us is being challenged in this Game of life
• We are All One – all in it together
• we incarnated to learn how to get along with each other
• we signed ourselves up to address these issues in 2016 - a great opportunity we are
going through right now as we work out our lessons.
• As we go forward: think about the lessons – what are we learning here, now?
• Radiate kindness; love one another and we'll See what the next few days bring
T: LOVE ALWAYS WINS!
Ri: Love is the first point! Lots of topics over the last few weeks:
• one theme is about perspective: the earth plane: physical reality, physical interactions –
• the disc of experience has the 4 layers: physical; emotional, mental, spiritual
• our job is to love one another and because each one is unique – lucky ones have good
mates; the rest of us have lots of brothers and sisters that we can love and support
Ri: heard the list of meditations Cheryl read out
• Ri is studying the nature of ceremony –
• when we gather in group, guided meditations, that is ceremony
• so do the Trump followers who are thinking of the highest good of all concerned also the poll workers, the GOTV people
• We all have a point of view! He honours that as we go through the next few months
• As the Masters would say: let it flow – no use getting angry over it. It's a giant river
which can start as a mountain stream, then a creek, then a river, a larger river that ends
up in the ocean which is Pisces and Capricorn – remain calm; take it one day at the time!
R: LISTEN WITH 3 GRAINS OF SALT – there will be NO NUCLEAR WAR!!!! no dates! No flukes!
• They will push it to the edge - in Ukraine and area; this is the game
T: they don't play the tape: pushing the fear factor.
Audio: RT News – a number of items that we never hear on their networks
Audio: John Pilger and Julian Assange
• the very last question from Pilger:the answer indicts Hillary by keeping Assange prisoner
when ALL legal authorities & opinions say he is absolved of all things – it is the
vindictiveness of HRC that keeps him there
Audio: the Best Democracy that Money Can Buy - Greg Palast film
R: Mr Putin is not involved: just the fake Khazarians / fake Israel
The Best Democracy Money Can Buy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYzCv-niGZ4

MUSIC BREAK
ASTROLOGY
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The Pele Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S25JbyJbL0Y

click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
The more I evolve the more I see,
It's not just about moving on,
But saying and doing all I can,
To know that the learning is done.

Yup! With the 1st quarter Moon in Aquarius squaring Sun/Lilith/Mercury in Scorpio, and Mars
moving there soon, this is sure a time to let go of the old and move toward a new future! Of
course, there can be many different motivations for this as Scorpio also deals with death, loss,
and conflict. Hence the need to look beneath the events to the deeper layers of meaning before
exiting a situation. Is the motivation for moving on fear, anger, revenge, or escape? Or positively
toward a new relationship, goal, job, vision? Oftentimes it is a combination and the ego can play
games justifying our actions and hiding our soul intentions/challenges.
So there is tremendous learning happening through all these changes that is of a soul nature and
not "just" about the events or outer appearances going on. Great advances and spectacular
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enlightening awareness can open up possibilities and potential pathways. These may be sudden
and require taking some steps into the unfamiliar. Clarity as to the purpose and spirit intention
can really help give us the "umph" to do it! May breakthroughs abound for you!
website: astro.com – to make your own chart
This week
Ri: Kaypacha's report is brilliant!
• His purpose is to learn and to teach; knew his mission at 16! A student forever – very curious.
• Reason for paying attention to astrology: to navigate energies, relationships, interactions
• When he was younger, realized he would not be married in 1950s traditional manner
• Using his own story is an example – the first person to call on the 888 # is to give a
spontaneous reading 1- 888 429 5471 or 1-530-413-9537
• His job is to help us navigate our lives: his art is the art of living well! Has been working on this

for +/- 50 years! Some goals/mission statements worked into his life around then
Sat: Sun in 14 Scorpio – went across his sun 2 days ago
Caller/Magic Mary: 1938, Jan 6 – 7:05 pm
[need birth time within the hour; birthplace within 100 miles]
• at sunset, in Europe – closer to midnight in the East Coast; a Capricorn
• a Capricorn sun, with a ¼ of a degree of his Capricorn moon! She has the solar
component; he has the lunar component!
• Jupiter has been hanging out in the middle of Capricorn for 5 years!
• Moon in Pisces: Moon conjunct Mars in Pisces
• Saturn is also in Pisces: some of us older folks – over 69 – have some challenges that the
younger ones don't have: like Uranus: hers is in Taurus – his Uranus is in Cancer.
MM: About relationships: any romantic relationships coming?
• has Leo rising – this governs – she collects students – he's retired, & all he can do is
collect students – and love them! There is nothing else to do!!! Collect students,
brothers and sisters, and give it away! There is never a time when he does not have
a book he is working on – an easy, relaxed way to learn;
• he is giving his library away!
T: that's quite a thing to give your library away!
Ri: it's his current long term project: reads the book, picks the person, gives the book to that one.
• Library began in 1984; 2006 inherited his parents' library!
• Right now, this is a good safe project!
The Three Spiritual Reading Projects: take any book that you have gotten value
from – put your first name and the date in it – then give it away.
• We need to infiltrate school libraries with good books!
• 7th house - Aquarius – it will be a real intellectual dude! Unless she can find some earth contact –
needs earth and water energy: fire and air are not cuddly! For cuddly, need Taurus, Virgo, Leo
• She's been communicating with a Virgo:

Ri: they have internal dialogue which means control
• Virgo is the wettest of the earth signs; earth but wet; biological, agricultural; close to
vegetable kingdom
• Taurus is plains, prairies, farmland, midwest; Capricorn is hilly country, mtns;
Ri: his Venus and Mars are in Virgo; he's attracted to a certain lusciousness!
• For ladies: just be yourselves: nothing wrong with however you have designed
your bodies!
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• We are co-creators and we are responsible for our co-creations; we designed it –

whatever your body type is, Love it!!

• and the master class higher challenge is – makae of your body, your own design

• If you're looking for a companion – need to circulate: on the computer, or around town – find a

place - his location is kind of a small town
MM: yes, she can still get out in the world Ri: it's a never ending quest!!! He's been with over a dozen girlfriends over 60 years if you really want a relationship - a relationship is an entertainment device
• No, cannot look at her chart and see a relationship . . . 7th house is relationship – hers is in
Aquarius – as the planets progress – the relationship should show up at that time, not until
Mercury, sun get there – which is not until February!
T: go out for Valentine's Day and see what happens!!!
Ri: Start now – why wait? Circulate!
T: a goood relationship is what each person decides to make of it
MM: Thanks to them all
Ri: what we have learned here:
• has a lea ascendent and aquarius as house of relationship
• looking for a new relationship – needs to dance a little bit more: where is the re'ship?
• Her cycle is annually when the energies are in the 7th house, Aquarius – right after
Capricorn which is the middle of winter! Aquarius is frozen air!!! Doesn't get much
chillier than that!
• thinks she would find a researcher, a data management; a librarian!
• there are 12 x 12 combinations . . .
T: thought of the song Frozen: Let it go – about being in the cold in winter, using love to warm it
up!
Ri: many words of metaphor, allegory for “freeeze”
CONFERENCE CALL
Ro: it's about resonance now, not about linear time.
Missed the context . . .
Ri: there's a bubble that people dreaming is a large aspect of it
T: who was giving the presentation
Ro: it was a female member of the Ashtar Command – didn't know her • he knew he was on the ship; the room was not like anything he's seen on earth
• Yes, he and his whole blood family got beamed up together!
• His parents looked like they were adjusting – as good as could be expected. He assumed
that disclosure had been announced: they'd heard about it
• Yes, his sister and his brother were also there – was summer outside
T: the next time – can tell them they were on the ship!
Ro: wouldn't say anything until after Disclosure
T: has the hint that it won't be much longer
Ro: at the point of being so intense – it can't not happen.
Ri: the next 10 days will be a little rough!
T: an interesting thing: his parents
Ro: are Roman Catholic and understand a lot about HRC and Trump – sounds like his father not
keen on either
T: the entire population is much like that
Ri: none of the above should be a permanent candidate on your ballot!
T: if you can find a way to write Bernie's name in, do it – and let them know he did all the
appropriate paper work no matter what the officials say!
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Ri: be aware that the Powers that Be will dance around the poles/polls
Ro: expecting to see something; lives in Baltimore
Ri: in North Georgia – zone is Trump; Atlanta going HRC
Ro: a restraining order placed on Trump and all who work for him – he saw the article on RT
Ri: 200 ' from the polling place – signs have to be that far away.
Ro: lots of trump signs to navigate
T: our awareness carries good energies when we are at the polls; he is in a middle class n'hood
Ro: Doesn't know about the length of lines, the amount of waiting time
Ri: points out the major planetery energy of the weekend
• Venus in Sag, along with Saturn trine Uranus and Aries
• Talking lightening strike kind of interviews: Sag to Aries – Sag is the highest good of all
concerned; we are all students here • there are particles called the Imaginons! It's assembling into a book review [in his mind]
the theory of consciousness – Richard Bach
• Running from Safety – by Richard Bach - non-fiction – with a warning not to apply the
techniques unless ready to follow through
• he is married at this time, and she's in the book: it's biographical – he gets in
touch with his 9 year old self. A sharing of his journey, clues on how to live,
opinions as well T: expects good advice from such a book
Gerry: are we going to have an election?
T: won't know until the last minute!
Gerry: Keeps hearing we won't have one – no evidence yet
T: Julian Assange laid an egg:
• said HRC is responsible for at least 40,000 deaths and for Libya's crashing and burning!
• P: also that HRC is the reason for his being in the Ecuadorian embassy in spite of all the
legal opinions that he is innocent of all accusations – her unwillingness to let him
out is similar to the condition of those in Gitmo
Reading: 2016-11-01 TWIN FLAME UNION PORTAL – 12.21.16 – DIVINE FEMININE AND
DIVINE MASCULINE
[SEE BELOW]
BBS RADIO
Music: while the meditation was going on, there were two little cartoon pictures of HRC and
Trump dancing in time to music being played!
Audio: completion of Greg Palast: the best democracy that money can buy!
Audio: From Friday night Audio: Fraction Magic
Fraction Magic Video

with Bev Harris of blackboxvoting.org

By Bev Harris October 31, 2016

https://youtu.be/Fob-AGgZn44

Detailed Vote Rigging Demonstration

A real-time demo of the most devastating election theft mechanism yet found, with context
and explanation. Demonstration uses a real voting system and real vote databases and takes
place in seconds across multiple jurisdictions.
Over 5000 subcontractors and middlemen have the access to perform this for any or all
clients. It can give contract signing authority to whoever the user chooses. All political power
can be converted to the hands of a few anonymous subcontractors.
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“It’s a product. It’s scaleable. It learns its environment and can adjust to any political
environment, any demographic. It runs silently, invisibly, and can produce plausible results
that really pass for the real thing.”
Provides solutions and actions for immediate deterrence.

Audio: Going Underground
2016-11-05 Ken Loach on ‘I, Daniel Blake,’ Tory
cruelty in cinema & social cleansing in Nicola (E347)
https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/365422-food-banks-sanctions-weapon/
Afshin Rattansi speaks to the award-winning director of ‘I Daniel Blake,’ Ken Loach,
about food banks, benefit sanctions, and using poverty as a political weapon. Plus,
we speak to one of the former residents of Glasgow’s Govanhill about social
cleansing in the constituency of the first minister of Scotland, Nicola Sturgeon.
Audio: Chris Hedges – On Contact –

Restrained resistance with Bill Ayers

2016-11-08
https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/365696-restrained-resistance-with-bill-ayers/
On this week’s episode of On Contact, Chris Hedges discusses building successful nonviolent mass movements with Bill Ayers, author of Demand the Impossible. Ayers
reflects on his experience as one of the co-founders of the Weather Underground, a
communist revolutionary group from the late 1960s that was dedicated to the violent
overthrow of the US government. RT Correspondent Anya Parampil looks at the rise
and demise of the Weather Underground.

Audio: Max Keiser
Episode 989
2016-11-05
https://www.rt.com/shows/keiser-report/365407-episode-max-keiser-989/
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max and Stacy discuss ‘the politics of rage.’ In the second
half, Max interviews author Charles Hugh Smith about America’s ungovernable economy and
population.

Audio: Laura Flanders
https://www.linktv.org/shows/laura-flanders-show/episodes/episode-120
Elections and Social Change
This special broadcast will feature both, past "Laura Flanders Show" guests and new ones,
discussing how they see social change happening amid the U.S. presidential elections. The
program will cover the continuing role everyone we all have to be agents of change in their
own communities.

Audio Clips:

Mork meets Robin Williams
Mork talking to his home world about being a celebrity

Audio: Thom Hartmann reading from one of his books
Reading: When God was a Woman, Ch 5 One of Their Own Race, pp 119 – 120
Closing:
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Music:

Whirling Flames - Shastro and Rumi

Published on 6 Nov 2015
A trance-like mystical video inspired by the whirling dance meditation, with music by Shastro,
soulful singing by Surabhi, and poetry by Rumi.
"There have been very few people who have moved and transformed as many hearts as Jalaluddin
Rumi. In the world of the Sufis, Mevlana Rumi is the emperor. His words have to be understood
not as mere words, but sources of deep silences, echoes of inner and the innermost songs. He is
the greatest dancer the world has known.
His dance is a special kind of dance. It is a kind of whirling, just the way small children whirl;
standing on one spot, they go on round and round. And perhaps everywhere in the world small
children do that, and their elders stop them saying, 'You will become dizzy, you will fall, you will
hurt yourself,' and, 'What is the point of doing it?'
Jalaluddin Rumi made a meditation of whirling. The meditator goes on whirling for hours -- as
long as the body allows him; he does not stop on his own. When whirling, a moment comes that
he sees himself utterly still and silent, a center of the cyclone. Around the center the body is
moving, but there is a space which remains unmoved; that is his Being.
Rumi himself whirled for thirty-six hours continuously and fell, because the body could not whirl
anymore. But when he opened his eyes, he was another man. Hundreds of people had gathered to
see. Many thought he was mad: "What is the point of whirling?"
... Nobody can say this is a prayer; nobody can say this is great dance; nobody can say in any
way that this has something to do with religion, spirituality....
But after thirty-six hours when they saw Rumi so luminous, so radiant, so new, so fresh -- reborn,
in a new consciousness, they could not believe their eyes. Hundreds wept in repentance, because
they had thought that he was mad. In fact he was sane and they were mad.
And down these twelve centuries, the stream has continued to be alive. There are very few
movements of spiritual growth which have lived so long continuously. There are still hundreds of
dervishes. `Dervish' is the Sufi word for sannyas.
You cannot believe it unless you experience that, just by whirling, you can know yourself. No
austerity is needed; no self-torture is needed, but just an experience of your innermost being and
you are transported into another plane of existence from the mortal to the immortal. The
darkness disappears and there is just eternal light."
~ OSHO
Reading: on Unicorns, as a closing.
NESARA NOW! MICHELLE FOR PRESIDENT!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
Assange: Clinton is a cog for Goldman Sachs & the Saudis (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE
VIDEO & TRANSCRIPT)
https://www.rt.com/news/365405-assange-pilger-full-transcript/
Published time: 5 Nov, 2016 05:59Edited time: 5 Nov, 2016 21:53
Get short URL

Australian journalist and documentary maker John Pilger (L) and
Julian Assange, Founder and Editor-in-Chief of WikiLeaks © Reuters / Dartmouth Films

Whistleblower Julian Assange has given one of his most incendiary interviews ever in a John Pilger
Special, courtesy of Dartmouth Films, in which he summarizes what can be gleaned from the tens
of thousands of Clinton emails released by WikiLeaks this year.
John Pilger, another Australian émigré, conducted the 25-minute interview at the Ecuadorian
Embassy, where Assange has been trapped since 2012 for fear of extradition to the US. Last
month, Assange had his internet access cut off for alleged “interference” in the American
presidential election through the work of his website.
‘Clinton made FBI look weak, now there is anger’
John Pilger: What’s the significance of the FBI's intervention in these last days of the U.S.
election campaign, in the case against Hillary Clinton?
Julian Assange: If you look at the history of the FBI, it has become effectively America's political
police. The FBI demonstrated this by taking down the former head of the CIA [General David
Petraeus] over classified information given to his mistress. Almost no-one is untouchable. The FBI
is always trying to demonstrate that no-one can resist us. But Hillary Clinton very conspicuously
resisted the FBI's investigation, so there’s anger within the FBI because it made the FBI look
weak. We've published about 33,000 of Clinton's emails when she was Secretary of State. They
come from a batch of just over 60,000 emails, [of which] Clinton has kept about half – 30,000 -to herself, and we've published about half.
View image on Twitter
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Follow
RT
✔ @RT_com
BREAKING: #Assange: #Clinton resisted #FBI, and now they’re out for payback (WATCH
FULL JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE ON RT) http://on.rt.com/7ty4
11:32 PM - 4 Nov 2016
• 287 287 Retweets
• 282 282 likes
Then there are the Podesta emails we've been publishing. [John] Podesta is Hillary Clinton’s
primary campaign manager, so there’s a thread that runs through all these emails; there are quite
a lot of pay-for-play, as they call it, giving access in exchange for money to states, individuals and
corporations. [These emails are] combined with the cover up of the Hillary Clinton emails when
she was Secretary of State, [which] has led to an environment where the pressure on the FBI
increases.
‘Russian government not the source of Clinton leaks’
JP: The Clinton campaign has said that Russia is behind all of this, that Russia has manipulated
the campaign and is the source for WikiLeaks and its emails.
JA: The Clinton camp has been able to project that kind of neo-McCarthy hysteria: that Russia is
responsible for everything. Hilary Clinton stated multiple times, falsely, that seventeen U.S.
intelligence agencies had assessed that Russia was the source of our publications. That is false;
we can say that the Russian government is not the source.
WikiLeaks has been publishing for ten years, and in those ten years, we have published ten million
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documents, several thousand individual publications, several thousand different sources, and we
have never got it wrong.
‘Saudi Arabia & Qatar funding ISIS and Clinton’
JP: The emails that give evidence of access for money and how Hillary Clinton herself benefited
from this and how she is benefitting politically, are quite extraordinary. I’m thinking of when the
Qatari representative was given five minutes with Bill Clinton for a million dollar cheque.
JA: And twelve million dollars from Morocco …
JP: Twelve million from Morocco yeah.
JA: For Hillary Clinton to attend [a party].
JP: In terms of the foreign policy of the United States, that’s where the emails are most
revealing, where they show the direct connection between Hillary Clinton and the foundation of
jihadism, of ISIL, in the Middle East. Can you talk about how the emails demonstrate the
connection between those who are meant to be fighting the jihadists of ISIL, are actually those
who have helped create it.
JA: There’s an early 2014 email from Hillary Clinton, not so long after she left the State
Department, to her campaign manager John Podesta that states ISIL is funded by the
governments of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Now this is the most significant email in the whole
collection, and perhaps because Saudi and Qatari money is spread all over the Clinton Foundation.
Even the U.S. government agrees that some Saudi figures have been supporting ISIL, or ISIS. But
the dodge has always been that, well it’s just some rogue Princes, using their cut of the oil money
to do whatever they like, but actually the government disapproves.
But that email says that no, it is the governments of Saudi and Qatar that have been funding
ISIS.
JP: The Saudis, the Qataris, the Moroccans, the Bahrainis, particularly the Saudis and the Qataris,
are giving all this money to the Clinton Foundation while Hilary Clinton is Secretary of State and
the State Department is approving massive arms sales, particularly to Saudi Arabia.
JA: Under Hillary Clinton, the world’s largest ever arms deal was made with Saudi Arabia, [worth]
more than $80 billion. In fact, during her tenure as Secretary of State, total arms exports from
the United States in terms of the dollar value, doubled.
JP: Of course the consequence of that is that the notorious terrorist group called ISIl or ISIS is
created largely with money from the very people who are giving money to the Clinton Foundation.
JA: Yes.
JP:That's extraordinary.
‘Clinton has been eaten alive by her ambition’
JA: I actually feel quite sorry for Hillary Clinton as a person because I see someone who is eaten
alive by their ambitions, tormented literally to the point where they become sick; they faint as a
result of [the reaction] to their ambitions. She represents a whole network of people and a
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network of relationships with particular states. The question is how does Hilary Clinton fit in this
broader network? She's a centralising cog. You’ve got a lot of different gears in operation from the
big banks like Goldman Sachs and major elements of Wall Street, and Intelligence and people in
the State Department and the Saudis.
She’s the centraliser that inter-connects all these different cogs. She’s the smooth central
representation of all that, and ‘all that’ is more or less what is in power now in the United States.
It’s what we call the establishment or the DC consensus. One of the more significant Podesta
emails that we released was about how the Obama cabinet was formed and how half the Obama
cabinet was basically nominated by a representative from City Bank. This is quite amazing.
JP: Didn’t Citybank supply a list …. ?
JA: Yes.
JP:… which turned out to be most of the Obama cabinet.
JA: Yes.
JP: So Wall Street decides the cabinet of the President of the United States?
JA: If you were following the Obama campaign back then, closely, you could see it had become
very close to banking interests.

JA: So I think you can’t properly understand Hillary Clinton's foreign policy without understanding
Saudi Arabia. The connections with Saudi Arabia are so intimate.
‘Libya is Hillary Clinton’s war’
JP:Why was she so demonstrably enthusiastic about the destruction of Libya? Can you talk a little
about just what the emails have told us – told you – about what happened there? Because Libya
is such a source for so much of the mayhem now in Syria: the ISIL, jihadism, and so on. And it
was almost Hillary Clinton's invasion. What do the emails tell us about that?
JA: Libya, more than anyone else’s war, was Hillary Clinton’s war. Barak Obama initially opposed
it. Who was the person championing it? Hillary Clinton. That’s documented throughout her
emails. She had put her favoured agent, Sidney Blumenthal, on to that; there’s more than 1700
emails out of the thirty three thousand Hillary Clinton emails that we've published, just about
Libya. It’s not that Libya has cheap oil. She perceived the removal of Gaddafi and the overthrow of
the Libyan state -- something that she would use in her run-up to the general election for
President.
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So in late 2011 there is an internal document called the Libya Tick Tock that was produced for
Hillary Clinton, and it’s the chronological description of how she was the central figure in the
destruction of the Libyan state, which resulted in around 40,000 deaths within Libya; jihadists
moved in, ISIS moved in, leading to the European refugee and migrant crisis.
Not only did you have people fleeing Libya, people fleeing Syria, the destabilisation of other
African countries as a result of arms flows, but the Libyan state itself err was no longer able to
control the movement of people through it. Libya faces along to the Mediterranean and had been
effectively the cork in the bottle of Africa. So all problems, economic problems and civil war in
Africa -- previously people fleeing those problems didn’t end up in Europe because Libya policed
the Mediterranean. That was said explicitly at the time, back in early 2011 by Gaddafi: ‘What do
these Europeans think they’re doing, trying to bomb and destroy the Libyan State? There’s going
to be floods of migrants out of Africa and jihadists into Europe, and this is exactly what happened.
‘Trump won’t be permitted to win’
JP: You get complaints from people saying, ‘What is WikiLeaks doing? Are they trying to put
Trump in the Whitehouse?’
JA: My answer is that Trump would not be permitted to win. Why do I say that? Because he's had
every establishment off side; Trump doesn’t have one establishment, maybe with the exception of
the Evangelicals, if you can call them an establishment, but banks, intelligence [agencies], arms
companies... big foreign money … are all united behind Hillary Clinton, and the media as well,
media owners and even journalists themselves.
JP: There is the accusation that WikiLeaks is in league with the Russians. Some people say, ‘Well,
why doesn’t WikiLeaks investigate and publish emails on Russia?’
JA: We have published about 800,000 documents of various kinds that relate to Russia. Most of
those are critical; and a great many books have come out of our publications about Russia, most
of which are critical. Our [Russia]documents have gone on to be used in quite a number of court
cases: refugee cases of people fleeing some kind of claimed political persecution in Russia, which
they use our documents to back up.
JP: Do you yourself take a view of the U.S. election? Do you have a preference for Clinton or
Trump?
JA: [Let’s talk about] Donald Trump. What does he represent in the American mind and in the
European mind? He represents American white trash, [which Hillary Clinton called] ‘deplorable
and irredeemable’. It means from an establishment or educated cosmopolitan, urbane
perspective, these people are like the red necks, and you can never deal with them. Because he
so clearly -- through his words and actions and the type of people that turn up at his rallies -represents people who are not the middle, not the upper middle educated class, there is a fear of
seeming to be associated in any way with them, a social fear that lowers the class status of
anyone who can be accused of somehow assisting Trump in any way, including any criticism of
Hillary Clinton. If you look at how the middle class gains its economic and social power, that
makes absolute sense.
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‘US attempting to squeeze WikiLeaks through my refugee status’
JP: I’d like to talk about Ecuador, the small country that has given you refuge and [political
asylum] in this embassy in London. Now Ecuador has cut off the internet from here where we're
doing this interview, in the Embassy, for the clearly obvious reason that they are concerned about
appearing to intervene in the U.S. election campaign. Can you talk about why they would take
that action and your own views on Ecuador’s support for you?
JA: Let’s let go back four years. I made an asylum application to Ecuador in this embassy,
because of the U.S. extradition case, and the result was that after a month, I was successful in
my asylum application. The embassy since then has been surrounded by police: quite an
expensive police operation which the British government admits to spending more than £12.6
million. They admitted that over a year ago. Now there’s undercover police and there are robot
surveillance cameras of various kinds -- so that there has been quite a serious conflict right here
in the heart of London between Ecuador, a country of sixteen million people, and the United
Kingdom, and the Americans who have been helping on the side. So that was a brave and
principled thing for Ecuador to do. Now we have the U.S. election [campaign], the Ecuadorian
election is in February next year, and you have the White House feeling the political heat as a
result of the true information that we have been publishing.
WikiLeaks does not publish from the jurisdiction of Ecuador, from this embassy or in the territory
of Ecuador; we publish from France, we publish from, from Germany, we publish from The
Netherlands and from a number of other countries, so that the attempted squeeze on WikiLeaks is
through my refugee status; and this is, this is really intolerable. [It means] that [they] are trying
to get at a publishing organisation; [they] try and prevent it from publishing true information that
is of intense interest to the American people and others about an election.
JP: Tell us what would happen if you walked out of this embassy.
JA: I would be immediately arrested by the British police and I would then be extradited either
immediately to the United States or to Sweden. In Sweden I am not charged, I have already been
previously cleared [by the Senior Stockholm Prosecutor Eva Finne]. We were not certain exactly
what would happen there, but then we know that the Swedish government has refused to say that
they will not extradite me to the United States we know they have extradited 100 per cent of
people whom the U.S. has requested since at least 2000. So over the last fifteen years, every
single person the U.S. has tried to extradite from Sweden has been extradited, and they refuse to
provide a guarantee [that won’t happen].
JP: People often ask me how you cope with the isolation in here.
JA: Look, one of the best attributes of human beings is that they’re adaptable; one of the worst
attributes of human beings is they are adaptable. They adapt and start to tolerate abuses, they
adapt to being involved themselves in abuses, they adapt to adversity and they continue on. So in
my situation, frankly, I’m a bit institutionalised -- this [the embassy] is the world .. it’s visually the
world [for me].
JP: It’s the world without sunlight, for one thing, isn’t it?
JA: It’s the world without sunlight, but I haven’t seen sunlight in so long, I don’t remember it.
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JP: Yes.
JA: So , yes, you adapt. The one real irritant is that my young children -- they also adapt. They
adapt to being without their father. That’s a hard, hard adaption which they didn’t ask for.
JP: Do you worry about them?
JA: Yes, I worry about them; I worry about their mother.
‘I am innocent and in arbitrary detention’
JP: Some people would say, ‘Well, why don’t you end it and simply walk out the door and allow
yourself to be extradited to Sweden?’
JA: The U.N. [the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention] has looked into this
whole situation. They spent eighteen months in formal, adversarial litigation. [So it’s] me and the
U.N. verses Sweden and the U.K. Who’s right? The U.N. made a conclusion that I am being
arbitrarily detained illegally, deprived of my freedom and that what has occurred has not occurred
within the laws that the United Kingdom and Sweden, and that [those countries] must obey. It is
an illegal abuse. It is the United Nations formally asking, ‘What’s going on here? What is your
legal explanation for this? [Assange] says that you should recognise his asylum.’ [And here is]
Sweden formally writing back to the United Nations to say, ‘No, we're not going to [recognise the
UN ruling], so leaving open their ability to extradite.
I just find it absolutely amazing that the narrative about this situation is not put out publically in
the press, because it doesn’t suit the Western establishment narrative – that yes, the West has
political prisoners, it’s a reality, it’s not just me, there’s a bunch of other people as well. The West
has political prisoners. Of course, no state accepts [that it should call] the people it is imprisoning
or detaining for political reasons, political prisoners. They don’t call them political prisoners in
China, they don’t call them political prisoners in Azerbaijan and they don’t call them political
prisoners in the United States, U.K. or Sweden; it is absolutely intolerable to have that kind of
self-perception.
JA: Here we have a case, the Swedish case, where I have never been charged with a crime,
where I have already been cleared [by the Stockholm prosecutor] and found to be innocent,
where the woman herself said that the police made it up, where the United Nations formally said
the whole thing is illegal, where the State of Ecuador also investigated and found that I should be
given asylum. Those are the facts, but what is the rhetoric?
JP: Yes, it’s different.
JA: The rhetoric is pretending, constantly pretending that I have been charged with a crime, and
never mentioning that I have been already previously cleared, never mentioning that the woman
herself says that the police made it up.
[The rhetoric] is trying to avoid [the truth that ] the U.N. formally found that the whole thing is
illegal, never even mentioning that Ecuador made a formal assessment through its formal
processes and found that yes, I am subject to persecution by the United States.
https://www.rt.com/news/365405-assange-pilger-full-transcript/
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2016-11-01 TWIN FLAME UNION PORTAL – 12.21.16 – DIVINE FEMININE AND DIVINE
MASCULINE
By annamerkaba
https://sacredascensionmerkaba.com/2016/11/01/twin-flame-union-portal-12-21-16-divinefeminine-and-divine-masculine/

Greetings Everyone! I hope that all of you are doing divinely well. Today I come to you with
fascinating news of what is to come our way on December 21, 2016.
The other day as I opened my eyes and looked at the ceiling I clearly saw an image appear before
me. Blinking did not make this image go away, instead it became even more prominent and
commanded my attention. The image was unmistakable, there before me on what appeared at
first to be a cross stood Isis, and below her I clearly saw Jesus on a “cross”. It was when I finally
acknowledged what I was looking at and had begun to ask questions, I was instructed to look at
the image sideways, and it was then that I saw what I was looking at! What I was looking at were
the scales! Perfectly aligned scales on which stood Isis representation of Divine Feminine and
Jesus representation of Divine Masculine.
When I asked, I was explained the following: That we are nearing a very important portal, a portal
that will allow the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine to merge into ONE. A portal of Endings
and New Beginnings. A portal of Twin Flame Union, Twin Flame awakening and BALANCE. On Dec
21, 2016, a 4 year window which was given to us to stabilize the energy will end. On this date,
just like 4 years ago on 12.21.12, a hefty number of souls will awaken to the calling within and,
just like for many of us 4 years ago, their journey of awakening will commence. This is one mighty
important portal, the effects of which we will feel for many years to come.
Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine, Both appearing on a Scale, a scale that is absolutely equal
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and not moving, indicates that we indeed are about to enter into a very interesting timeline, a
very interesting time where the tag between masculine and feminine will have been balanced out,
and both take their righteous place on this planet. The point then will become for all to keep the
BALANCE and the SCALES intact, assuring that BOTH sides are completely balanced.
Our guides have been talking to us about
BALANCE for quite sometime, but NOW is the
time that this is going to matter the most.
Balance with everything that we are, everything
that is within us and without. That means that
we will begin to pay more attention to both
aspects within us more carefully, assuring that
both masculine and feminine qualities are
equally balanced and given attention to. It is
thus no longer necessary to suppress either of
our qualities, masculine or feminine, but is of
absolute necessity to embrace and express both
simultaneously. The balance between Yin and
Yang must occur on all fronts. But this time we
will be able to do so with ease, grace and
complete understanding.
The 12.21.16 portal assures of this, as it brings
us into balance, giving us a glimpse of our soul’s
true essence of BEing which is neither female
nor male, but indeed is a combination of both, completes a cycle and allows us to start a
completely new chapter going forward. The misunderstanding between male and female will
slowly begin to dissipate, however we of course will have a lot of work to do.
This portal will assist us in the letting go processes, forgiveness and unconditional understanding
of self, and of all that is. This is a VERY important portal for ALL TWIN FLAMES. As the TWIN
FLAME UNION is highly important to the ascension process. This portal will also bring with it a
pulsating signal from the center of our galaxy, from the Central Sun, which will awaken the Twin
Flame Souls who are to begin the Seeking, Acknowledgement, Merging and Actualization
processes. And assist those of us working on our inner selves in balancing out the masculine and
feminine aspects of ourselves.
I have asked our benevolent galactic counterparts to explain what all of this means. The following
is information that I have received pertaining to Twin Flame souls. As I was told there are various
stages that twin flames go through which are:
The Seeking process: What this means is that a specific set of codes will be transmuted to those
who have a twin flame residing on this planet now, whom they have not yet met in the physical,
and they will feel the urgency to seek out their one and only to begin their twin flame journey on
this planet.
The Acknowledgement process: Those who have already met their twin flame and have spent
some time “playing” the twin flame game, will be called to connect with their twin and begin the
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process of acknowledgement, appreciation and understanding, growth, mutual assistance,
complete and utter acceptance and recognition of all that both are. This will only occur for those
who have met their true twin. The “running” game, if you will, will end, and the phase of
embracing THE ONE shall commence.
Nevertheless, for those who have met their “twin impostor”, the relationship will swiftly come to
an end as if the veil of illusion would have been lifted from their eyes and they will be guided to
their actual true twin flame. At first, the pain will be insurmountable, but said pain will quickly
subside, as the realization and acknowledgement of truth and inner knowing that they are guided
to the right one will set in firmly and coherently.
All of this is due to tremendous importance that twin flames play in the ascension process. Due to
the urgency of the acknowledgement process ,those who shall go through a phase of seeming
loss, will be assisted tremendously.
This process will be expedited and their emotional bodies would have been shielded tremendously
so to assist them in moving through the phase of “loss” and a phase of “gain” as quickly and as
painlessly as possible. That is not to say that an ending of a relationship that one shall experience
will have been suppressed; on the contrary, one shall find themselves analyzing and
understanding the cause of said relationship, the cause of ending of said relationship, granting of
gratitude to the one in question, and release and purification from said relationship and readying
of the unified field in preparation for the meeting, acknowledgement and merging processes that
are to follow.
It is thus pertinent to note that those stationed on GAIA who shall experience the loss and gain
momentums shall be quickly and swiftly aligned with the actual representation of their twin from
the etheric in the physical bodies. And hence, the actualization of said process shall commence
without delay.

The Merging Process:
Those who are in the physical and who have met their twin and have unified into a blossomed
relationship will feel the merge happening on the etheric level. For on the etheric level they shall
then merge together into ONE whole and continue operating on this plane of existence through
the utilization of two bodies. Bodies that shall then be connected through the codices of the
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etheric codes, aligning each just so as to fully and completely unify said field into one giant whole.
What we are trying to say to you, beloveds, is that both shall operate as one, fully attuned to one
another, activating all the dormant DNA within both vehicles of creation, allowing phenomenon
known as telepathy, kinetics, teleportation of essences of BEing. Instant recognition of all that is,
transference of consciousness from one to another to occur.
It shall then become possible for said pair to interconnect and inter exchange their physical
vessels of time and space, allowing either one to experience life on the earthly reality in either of
said vehicles. And yes, this idea is incomprehensible to some on your human cognition, and yet
the truth is such that, indeed upon the merging of said souls, it shall then be possible to inter
exchange the bodies and experience life simultaneously through both. Indeed the advanced souls
comprehend well the reality of which we speak and shall begin to experience said reality shortly.
TWIN FLAME UNION PORTAL– 12.21.16 – DIVINE FEMININE AND DIVINE MASCULINE
https://youtu.be/d6DzEGUxQwY

The Actualization Process: Said process is one of the most exciting processes in the process of
merging of twin flames. For indeed it is that which both look forward to in earnest, for many
lifetimes, many cognitions, many realities.
For the process of Actualization is the utilization of the Unified Cosmic Platform, Energies and
Matrix in order to bridge the gap between two distinct realities merging the informational
encodings through a prism of human consciousness and understanding, utilizing all that is within
the spherical understanding of Being, and commencing with materialization of that which is to be.
What we are trying to say to you, dearly beloveds, is that as the pair reaches the point of
Actualization, both are then equipped to merge, connect, attune, if you will, to the
MANIFESTATION realms with super conductivity. Or be able to conjure up various opportunities to
advance the pair on their divine life mission which in turn benefits all of humanity.
For that which they have come here to accomplish, which is expressed in various forms on your
earthly planes of existence, is to establish a complete connectedness, understanding, realization,
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and love for all that is. Or the God principle. For the twin flame union brings with it, and generates
tremendous energies which are necessary in order to propel all of humanity onto another level of
consciousness.
And so as each soul moves through the ascension process, each one then contributes a particle of
truth to the giant sea of energetic pathways which constitutes the human experience. Whereby
their contribution is interlaced with all that is. In the form of twin flame unions, said particle of
truth is multiplied by 3. Which opens a TRIAD vortex of Benevolence, Triangular Degree of
Consciousness, Peace, Harmony, Understanding, Light, Abundance and Love for ALL.
What we are trying to say to you,dearly beloveds, is that the unity of twin flames opens the door
for “mini” portals, if you will, to appear on your planet, allowing many souls to pass through said
portals into another dimension, into another state of being, onto a new earth platform. And so,
those who have chosen to come together in this lifetime, carry tremendous responsibility to merge
not only for their sake, but the sake of all humanity as, through their union, a door is literally
opened into another dimension for all.
And hence, you shall find said pairs working diligently in various professions around your globe,
mostly gravitating toward the healing arts in whichever shape or form that may be.
For those who have incarnated onto this plane of existence, having found their twin only to see
them return to the etheric, their mission continues and shall amplify following said portal. The link
to their twin in the etheric shall magnify, and they shall be led to a new representation of said
twin in the physical reality, shall they choose to experience said relationship.
That is not to say that their twin shall borrow a body, or shall manifest a new body for themselves,
that is to say that a soulmate shall be available to assist them in moving further through the
earthly experience, shall they choose to take advantage of said assistance. For the soulmate that
they shall be aligned with, shall be the one that shall be the best representation of that which they
require in order to complete their mission on this plane of existence. And so, shall they choose to
continue said journey alone, they shall be granted said opportunity and assisted from without by
their respective higher selves, twin flame, guides, soulmates and all that is.
And so, the portal which is approaching your earthy shores of existence brings with it tremendous
opportunities for growth and alignment with the highest aspect of your very own selves, allowing
you to glimpse the perfection of that which you are and grant said manifestation onto the earthly
planes of existence. For it is of your choosing which experience you are to explore in this reality.
And it is up to your choosing to shift into the appropriate timeline for your present journey on
earth.
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